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By no means are we wine experts, but…we are wine drinkers. Before 

moving to Traverse City, especially during travels around the country, we 

heard the chatter that Michigan wines didn’t stack up. That Michigan’s 

wine industry was more “talk” than “walk.” More gimmick than garde. 

Those days are over. Today, Michigan’s winemakers, especially those in the 

Traverse City peninsula regions, are earning their due in the international 

winemaking scene.

Situated on the 45th parallel – just like Italy’s Piedmont region, France’s 

Rhone Valley and Bordeaux, and Oregon’s Willamette Valley – Michigan’s top 

winemakers in the Traverse City area are growing in number and producing 

excellent wines, both red and white, at an increasing clip. 

Some of the most enjoyable evenings we have experienced in Traverse City 

have been spent sipping on a crisp, acidic white wine soaking in a glorious 

sunset from a local winery patio overlooking the West Bay.

In this Field Guide we highlight Traverse City’s many wineries and vineyards 

for you so that you can experience for yourself one of the region’s top 

draws. Did you know that you can bike to a number of the wineries on the 

Leelanau Peninsula? That many wineries offer some of the most stunning 

water views in town? That others are kid friendly, and even dog friendly? 

That some offer lodging options so you can sip and stay? 

We’ve detailed lots of great information about Traverse City’s wineries and 

vineyards for you in this Field Guide. Cheers!

Jay and Heather
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16985 Smokey Hollow Road

231.223.7722

2lwinery.com

2 LaDS
WIneRy

Old Mission Peninsula 
anD

Downtown Traverse City

2 Lads Winery specializes in cool climate reds, sparkling wines and small lots 

of whites. It was one of the first wineries that we visited in the early days of our 

Traverse City exploration. not only did we enjoy the wines a great deal, but 

we were blown away by the stunning views of east Bay offered in the tasting 

room, as well as the winery’s modern architecture and brand aesthetic.

Noteworthy
a trip to 2 Lads Winery, which is located near the tip of the 

Old Mission Peninsula, can be paired nicely with a visit to the 
legendary Old Mission General Store and Haserot Beach,  

one of our favorite spots for family fun in the area.
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Breathtaking Views 
from a Beautiful Patio

Bonobo Winery



12011 Center Road

231.282.9463

bonobowinery.com

BOnOBO  
WIneRy
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Bonobo is one of the newest players on the Traverse City wine scene and 

it has quickly earned a reputation as a must-see and sip stop on any wine 

tour. It features one of the most beautiful tasting rooms we’ve ever stepped 

foot in, and the views of West Bay from the large patio are breathtaking. 

Looking to catch a sunset in Traverse City? Head to Bonobo. It is owned and 

operated by brothers Carter and Todd 

Oosterhouse of TLC’s Trading Spaces 

fame, as well as Carter’s Hollywood 

actress wife, amy Smart. Renowned 

chef and Traverse City summer resident 

Mario Batali developed the winery’s 

tasting room menu. 

Noteworthy
If you’re lucky, you may enjoy 

a celebrity sighting along with 
your Chardonnay at Bonobo.



360 McKinley Road east

231.944.1300

blackstarfarms.com/oldmission

BLaCK STaR FaRMS 
OLD MISSIOn  

TaSTInG ROOM

3309 Blue Water Road

231.223.9303

brysestate.com

BRyS eSTaTe  
VIneyaRD & WIneRy

154 east Front Street

231.932.9205

cherryrepublic.com

CHeRRy RePuBLIC 
TRaVeRSe CITy

1000 Camino Maria Drive

231.929.4206

hawthornevineyards.com

HaWTHORne  
VIneyaRDS
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15900 Rue de Vin

231.223.4110

chateauchantal.com

CHaTeau  
CHanTaL

Chateau Chantal is located at a high point on Old Mission Peninsula, which 

affords it beautiful views of both the east and West Grand Traverse Bays.  

It is one of the few wineries in town that also offers overnight accommodations 

in its cozy bed and breakfast.

Noteworthy
Chateau Chantal’s ice wine, 2013 vintage, was recently served at the 
White House state dinner for Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau.



water view
Our favorite places to see a 

Many of Traverse City’s wineries offer incredible views 

of the area’s lakes. Some of our favorites include: 

BeL LaGO VIneyaRD & WIneRy

BOaTHOuSe VIneyaRDS

BOnOBO WIneRy

CHaTeau CHanTaL

LeeLanau WIne CeLLaRS

2 LaDS WIneRy

WILLOW VIneyaRDS

CHaTeau CHanTaL



2896 Bowers Harbor Road

231.223.7615

bowersharbor.com

BOWeRS HaRBOR 
VIneyaRDS

enjoy a casual evening sampling wines at Bowers Harbor Vineyards on Old 

Mission Peninsula near Bowers Harbor Park. One of our favorite features 

about Bowers Harbor Vineyards is the opportunity to “Dine in the Vines.” 

Bowers Harbor teams with local restaurants such as The Boathouse to 

host on-site dinners in its Langley vineyard. It’s a fun and unique dining 

experience for anyone who loves food and wine.



12239 Center Road

231.223.7355

cgtwines.com

CHaTeau GRanD 
TRaVeRSe

Chateau Grand Traverse is a family-run vineyards that features a 

beautiful tasting room and patio — where we’ve enjoyed pleasant 

evenings listening to live music — set in the rolling hills of Old Mission 

Peninsula. It is one of the area’s oldest wineries, and it produces a range 

of red and white varietals. 

Noteworthy
We love the description of Chateau 

Grand Traverse’s founder, ed 
O’Keefe Jr., found on the Chateau 

Grand Traverse website. This Irishman 
from Philadelphia found his way 

to northern Michigan’s winemaking 
scene after life experiences that 
included competing as a u.S. 

Olympic gymnast, and stints as a 
u.S. army Green Beret special forces 

paratrooper and new york City 
undercover narcotics agent with  

the u.S. Treasury Department.
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Dine in the
Vines 

Bowers Harbor 
Vineyards



806 Red Drive

231.995.0500

leftfootcharley.com

LeFT FOOT  
CHaRLey

For a change of pace from the peninsula winery experience, visit Left Foot 

Charley’s tasting room at the Village at Grand Traverse Commons. Left Foot 

Charley serves hard cider and wine, and often features live music on its patio. 

It’s a family friendly spot, too, as there is a sandbox for the kids on the patio. 

Noteworthy
We enjoy taking the kids for a hike on The Fairy Trails at the 

Commons, grabbing some tacos, burritos and guacamole to-go 
at Spanglish next door, and enjoying a casual evening eating 

and sipping on Left Foot Charley’s patio.
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13512 Peninsula Drive

231.223.4222

missiontable.net

MISSIOn TaBLe  
TaSTInG ROOM

11480 Center Road

231.933.9787

peninsulacellars.com

PenInSuLa  
CeLLaRS

800 Cottage View Drive, Suite 35

231.271.4886

blackstarfarms.com/tastes

TaSTeS OF BLaCK 
STaR FaRMS

8175 Center Road

231.938.6116

marivineyards.com

MaRI  
VIneyaRDS
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4519 South elm Valley Road

Suttons Bay

231.714.4854

biglittlewines.com

bigLITTLe 
WIneS

Leelanau Peninsula  
anD

south
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bigLITTLe is a Leelanau Peninsula winery run by two brothers. It specializes 

in making big, bold white wines from grapes grown on a ten-acre vineyard. 

bigLITTLe is accessible by bike off of the TaRT Trail. It’s a great place to enjoy 

white wine while listening to live music. It is currently running a summer concert 

series featuring local musicians. Brothers Peter and Michael Laing answered a 

few questions for us about their experience as Traverse City wine entrepreneurs.

Conversation Uncorked
Was opening a winery/vineyard always a dream?  

How did you get involved in the winemaking industry?

We got involved in the wine industry through our parents who moved to 

the area in 2003 and planted grapes near Lake Leelanau. Mike started 

working for Larry Mawby in 2007 and Pete in 2010. Our parents sold their 

fruit to Mawby until 2010 when we decided to make some wines on our 

own. We wouldn’t say that making wine was always a dream of ours but 

became more of an option as we worked with Larry Mawby and learned 

the craft. With the access to fruit and winemaking equipment, we were able 

to develop bigLITTLe Wines. 
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What’s your favorite part of running a winery/vineyard?

Our favorite parts are working together, solving problems, learning the 

industry and creating wines that excite us.

My wife Heather and I run our business together as well. In 
your experience what are some of the benefits and challenges 
you’ve experienced running a business as a family enterprise?

Some of the issues are overcoming stressful situations and working through 

them together. The benefits are that we are our own boss and we decide 

where the brand is going and what products we want to make. 

Other than making big bold white wines and running your 
business, what do you guys like to do for fun in nW Michigan?

We are both very active. We play golf, hockey, and ultimate frisbee and 

both enjoy biking and running. Mike has a 20 month old that keeps him 

busy. We also love to travel when we get the chance. We love exploring the 

beaches and trails in northern Michigan. 
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Where do you see bigLITTLe 
in 5 years — new growth, new 

wines, new initiatives that 
you’d like to touch on? 

We would like to remain a small 

brand focused mostly on tasting 

room sales with a bit more 

presence throughout the state from 

a distribution angle. We hope to 

make a Gamay noir in a few years 

but other than that we don’t have 

any new wines slated for the near 

future. We would like to remain on 

the Mawby property and in our 

current location. Overall our goals 

for the next 5 years are focused 

on spreading the word about our 

brand and growing the customer 

base for our wines.  

What about the broader winemaking scene in nW Michigan — 
where do you see it headed? Still room for growth?

There is a lot of room for growth in the winemaking world of northern 

Michigan. Wine styles, new plantings, restaurants, accommodations and 

general wine tourism will all expand. The weather over the last couple 

of years dealt a big blow for the industry and that is concerning for us. 

We want to be conscious of what varieties we plant and where we plant 

them. We also believe that cider will continue to grow in popularity in 

northern Michigan as people plant cider varieties replacing current 

culinary apple cultivars. 

you can learn more about bigLITTLe Wines by visiting biglittlewines.com  

and subscribing to its newsletter. 

We recently attended an outdoor,  
live music event there and had a great time! 



Sip and Stay
Great places to 

Looking to stay where you sip? These vineyards  

offer overnight accommodations. 

BLaCK STaR FaRMS

CHaTeau CHanTaL

CHaTeau GRanD TRaVeRSe

CHaTeau GRanD TRaVeRSe



7788 east Horn Road

Lake Leelanau

231.994.3188

auroracellars.com

auRORa CeLLaRS

6530 South Lake Shore Drive

Cedar

231.228.4800

bellago.com

BeL LaGO  
VIneyaRD &  

WIneRy

780 north Sylt Road

Lake Leelanau

231.256.0146

blustonevineyards.com

BLuSTOne  
VIneyaRDS

115 St. Mary’s Street

Lake Leelanau

231.256.9352

boathousevineyards.com

BOaTHOuSe  
VIneyaRDS

7501 east Otto Road

Lake Leelanau

231.256.7272

boskydel.com

BOSKyDeL  
VIneyaRDS

9720 South Center Highway

231.946.2764

brengmanbrothers.com

BRenGMan  
BROTHeRS
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An Immersive 
agricultural experience

Black Star Farms  
Winery & Spirits



Located a couple of miles south of Suttons Bay, Black Star Farms’ distinctive 

inn is hard to miss driving north or south on M-22. The inn, which features 

beautifully appointed rooms, is nestled below a hillside of vineyards and 

overlooking barns and pastures. Black Star Farms provides an immersive 

agricultural experience on its 160-acre property, which includes stables, 

gardens, hiking trails and lots of animals such as horses, goats, sheep, 

chickens and turkeys for the kids to enjoy. 

Noteworthy
The property features a Barrel Room that offers an elevated 
tasting experience for wine club members and Inn guests.

10844 East Revold Road

Suttons Bay

231.271.4886

blackstarfarms.com

BLack STaR  
FaRMS WInERy  

& SpIRITS



5048 South West Bay Shore Drive

Suttons Bay

231.271.8888

chateaudeleelanau.com

CHaTeau  
De LeeLanau

2290 South French Road

Lake Leelanau

231.256.0000

chateaufontaine.com

CHaTeau  
FOnTaIne

6026 South Lake Street

Glen arbor

231.226.3014

cherryrepublic.com

CHeRRy RePuBLIC 
GLen aRBOR

10343 east Hilltop Road

Suttons Bay

231.271.5553

cicconevineyard.com

CICCOne  
VIneyaRD & WIneRy
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Bike to
Our favorite places to 

a number of Leelanau Peninsula’s wineries are easily accessible 

by bike off of Traverse City’s TaRT Trail. These include: 

bigLITTLe WIneS

BLaCK STaR FaRMS

CHaTeau De LeeLanau

CICCOne VIneyaRD & WIneRy

L. MaWBy

SHaDy Lane CeLLaRS

WILLOW VIneyaRDS

L. MaWBy



34 South Manitou Trail

Lake Leelanau

231.256.7165

goodharbor.com

GOOD HaRBOR 
VIneyaRDS

9825 east engles Road

northport

231.386.5636

greenbirdcellars.com

GReen BIRD  
ORGanIC  
CeLLaRS

56 South French Road

Lake Leelanau

231.994.2147

laurentidewinery.com

LauRenTIDe  
WIneRy

5019 north West Bayshore Drive

Omena

231.386.5201

leelanaucellars.com

LeeLanau WIne 
CeLLaRS

8697 South Good Harbor Trail

Cedar

231.228.2880

longviewwinery.com

LOnGVIeW  
WIneRy &  
VIneyaRD

8580 east Horn Road

Lake Leelanau

231.271.1188

fortyfivenorth.com

FORTy-FIVe  
nORTH VIneyaRD  

& WIneRy
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The Place to Go for
Sparkling Wine 

L. Mawby Vineyards



L. Mawby Vineyards is the place to go for sparkling wine in northern 

Michigan. Sparkling is all it does. 

Noteworthy
Drop in to the casual tasting room to try some bubbles — at 

least two wines are always available for tasting free of charge.

4519 South elm Valley Road

Suttons Bay

231.271.3522

lmawby.com

L. MaWBy  
VIneyaRDS





Family Friendly
Our favorite places that are 

Visiting a vineyard need not be exclusively an adult activity. 

There are places you can go where the adults can enjoy a glass 

of wine and the kids can have fun playing and exploring. 

BLaCK STaR 
FaRMS 

Has farm animals 

LeFT FOOT 
CHaRLey 
Has a sandbox

CHeRRy  
RePuBLIC 

Has lots of fun kids’ 

activities, including an 

in-store treehouse in its 

Traverse City location

Wine and Woof
Looking to bring your four-legged furry friend with you while you taste? 

Good news — many wineries are dog friendly. We’ve seen dogs at Bowers 

Harbor Vineyards, L. Mawby, and Shady Lane Cellars, and we’re sure 

others would be happy to welcome your pooch as well. Just call and ask. 

LeFT FOOT CHaRLey



6298 West Western avenue

Glen arbor

231.334.4425

crystalriveroutfitters.com/ 

m22-wine-tasting

M22 TaSTInG 
ROOM

107 West nagonaba Street

northport

231.342.6818

MOTOVInO  
CeLLaRS

1865 north West Bay Shore Drive

Suttons Bay

231.271.5650

raftshol.com

RaFTSHOL  
VIneyaRDS

11087 east Silver Leaf Farm Road

Suttons Bay

231.271.3111

silverleafvineyard.com

SILVeR LeaF  
VIneyaRD & WIneRy
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5046 South West Bay Shore Drive

Suttons Bay

231.620.9463

skippingstonecellars.com

SKIPPInG STOne 
CeLLaRS



Rove estate is one of the newest vineyards in town and is located just a few 

minutes west of downtown Traverse City on M-72. at 1,100 feet elevation, 

its tasting room offers a unique and expansive perspective of the Leelanau 

countryside. It was founded and is operated by husband and wife entrepreneurs 

Creighton and McKenzie Gallagher. McKenzie was kind enough to spend a 

few minutes answering questions for us about their new venture.

Conversation Uncorked
Was opening a winery/vineyard always a dream?  

How did you get involved in the winemaking industry?

yes, it has been our dream for about 7 years. My husband Creighton met 

Coenraad Stassen (our winemaker) through Rugby, they played together. 

He is a farm boy from South africa, so of course they hit it off immediately 

with similar upbringing! He worked at a local winery and needed help 

bottling when Creighton just graduated from Grand Valley and was looking 

for a “real” job. That was the beginning of his love affair with wine. 

When we met, we did a lot of wine tasting and drinking and really wanted to 

find a way to be in the industry. at that point in time though it was a complete 

pipedream because we were 26 and did not have any land. In 2010 we had 

the opportunity to purchase some land from Creighton’s family farm from his 

7007 east Traverse Highway

231.421.7001

roveestate.com

ROVe eSTaTe  
VIneyaRD &  

TaSTInG ROOM
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father. It has been the first thing we think about in the morning, and the last 

thing before we go to bed for about 7 years. It has been the most challenging 

and rewarding journey I could have ever imagined, and has brought a level 

of fulfillment into our family’s life that I never could have thought was possible.

 

now that you’re up and running, what’s your favorite part of 
running a winery/vineyard?

I am in the winery most of the time and Creighton is working in the vineyard 

and our cherry farm. My favorite part is working with my team, and meeting 

new people every day. I LOVe sharing the experience of 

our farm and wine with our local neighbors and people 

visiting the Traverse City region. I especially love the 

creative aspect of building something and seeing what 

works and what doesn’t, and then adjusting. Creighton 

loves just being outside, doing what he is best at 

— farming. Growing a successful crop and making 

phenomenal wine is his favorite part of running our 

business. We have had two horrible growing years (14 

and 15), so to have such a promising crop this year is 

very rewarding to him.
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My wife Heather and I run our business together as well.  
In your experience what are some of the benefits and challenges 

you’ve experienced running a business as husband/wife?

One of the biggest benefits is that, for the first time since we met, we have 

the work/home balance thing down. Since we do have a division of duties 

(winery is my baby, and vineyard is his), we are not constantly with each 

other all day. We are able to have lunch at home with our kids, and see 

each other throughout the day to collaborate or touch base, but it’s not 

too overwhelming. The biggest challenge would be when we are busy with 

cherry harvest on top of the winery and inaddition to taking care of our 

four kids. It can stressful and overwhelming at times, so we have to be 

patient and work through it together. 

I see that you guys have four kids — wow, that’s awesome!  
We have three little ones, so I can only imagine how busy  

four must keep you. What are some of your favorite  
family activities in northwest Michigan?

yes, 4 kiddos — 15 months, 3, 5, and 8. It’s a chaotic household for sure! 

Being a farm family, though, we really don’t have a conventional lifestyle. 

We are able to have our kids home with a nanny or with us working. Our 

farm, winery and family are all in one. We work together and play together. 

The kids know it’s time to buckle down and work all summer, but they also 

get to be with mom and dad during our off-season and enjoy those perks. 

Fishing mid-week, snow snowmobiling on a Monday, or even going to the 

zoo during the week when most parents are working. 
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We love the beach! Our favorite is empire Beach and Vans beach. We love 

to take golf cart rides on our farm and bike the Tart Trails. We feel like we 

live in the most beautiful city in the world. The best part of living here is 

all of the inexpensive natural wonders — beaches, dunes, trails — it is the 

perfect place to raise a family! 

Where do you see Rove estate in 5 years — new growth, new 
wines, new initiatives that you’d like to touch on? 

We see a lot of new growth for Rove. We hope to grow at a pace that 

never sacrifices the intimate experience we want our customers to feel. We 

hope to build up our inventory (especially with good years like this one!), 

start collaborating with select restaurants in the community and possibly 

elsewhere in Michigan. We also our planning on building a winemaking 

facility on our property in 3 years. We plan to plant about 10-15 more 

acres in the next 3-5 years as well. 

What about the broader winemaking scene in nW Michigan — 
where do you see it headed? Still room for growth?

I think this region is really starting to get a lot of national attention for 

being a wine region destination. We were always known for our white wines, 

but now as the industry is starting to mature winemakers are exploring new 

varietals and doing more with red wines. I think we will continue to grow, 

adding a few wineries each year. This is excellent for the economy! We also 

have a phenomenal food scene, which is very complimentary to the wine 

industry. This area is truly becoming a mecca-center for culinary talent and 

libations (wine, beer, distilled spirits). It’s really exciting to be a part of such 

a fun and developing scene!

Want to stay up-to-date on 
what’s happening at Rove? 

Visit roveestate.com to subscribe to the soon-to-be-launched Rove Flyer 

newsletter that will have new updates on the winery’s e-commerce (coming 

Spring 2017), “Rove nation” wine club, and special events like Summer nights 

at Rove, which features live music on Rove’s patio. 
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A Great Outdoor  
Tasting Experience 

Shady Lane Cellars



We love biking Traverse City’s TaRT Trail, especially the stretch that heads north 

up the Leelanau Peninsula. One of our favorite destinations just off of the TaRT 

Trail is Shady Lane Cellars. Its tasting room is in a beautifully restored chicken 

coop, and Shady Lane also offers a great outdoor tasting experience. 

Noteworthy
you can enjoy wine, live music and a snack at the  
winery’s 32 foot, covered outdoor tasting pavilion  

which includes a patio and outdoor fireplace.

9580 Shady Lane

Suttons Bay

231.947.8865

shadylanecellars.com

SHaDy Lane  
CeLLaRS
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103 east River Street

Leland

231.256.2115

verterrawinery.com

VeRTeRRa 
WIneRy

10702 east Hilltop Road

Suttons Bay

231.271.4810

willowvineyardwine.com

WILLOW 
VIneyaRDS
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A special thank you 

To Jay’s mom, Rita Harrington, for taking many of the photos used in this Field 

Guide. If you have a need for a talented photographer in the Traverse City 

area, shoot Rita an email at rharrington35@yahoo.com.



Some places are more than places. They occupy more than physical 

space, they occupy space in people’s hearts and minds. you don’t have 

to be there physically to, in fact, be there, because such places embody 

a spirit that stays with you long after you’ve left.

Traverse City is such a place.
We are fortunate to live “up north” so we can experience – from the outdoors, 

to the food, to the people – the magic this region offers. It’s a place that 

empowers people to live purposeful, meaningful and active lives. But you 

don’t need to live here to live this way.

anyone, no matter where they call home, can Live north. That’s because 

Living north isn’t just about living in Traverse City. It’s about a state of mind 

that values experiences over things, revels in the majesty of nature, and 

passionately chases big dreams.

Life and Whim is a lifestyle brand and blog that was founded with an 

adventurous spirit and a bold objective: To capture the beauty and 

unlock the essence of what it means to Live north. We invite you to join 

us in this journey.

a note for our readers: Life and Whim has no affiliation 

with any of the businesses mentioned in this Field Guide. 

live Bold. live north.

Visit Life and Whim for weekly blog posts, updates about Traverse City 

and additional Field Guides to help plan your up north adventures.


